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Can science and faith be integrated within?

SCIENCE – data, questioning, challenging
FAITH – transient, ineffable experiences of us 

and others throughout history that can’t be 
reproduced or challenged.

Current US culture says “no”.
Because faith is defined as literalist & 

fundamentalist?
Vatican Observatory says “yes”.

Staffed by scientist/priests since 1582
But can the world views be integrated?
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Based on reproducible data

Define faith
A gift

Religious/Spiritual experiences come unbidden
We don’t have to invent everything for ourselves

A decision
Experiences can be interpreted as interactions with God        

OR as coincidence, accident, etc.
Not contrary to reason

Faith in God ≠ belief in magic
Faith is not (or need not be) blind or stupid
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Faith in God ≠ belief in magic
Faith is not (or need not be) blind or stupid

… but we must examine what we’re given!… but we must examine what we’re given!
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Found the Church (big C) hooey

Didn’t follow its own teachings
Seemed stuck in middle ages

sexism, hierarchy, costumes …
Taught rules, not the spiritual journey
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God is clever!God is clever!

… and I’m fairly weird!… and I’m fairly weird!

… so how weird is God?… so how weird is God?
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Faith, seeking truth, requires reflecting, 
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… potentially lots of 
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SS width ~ 12,000,000,000 km
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from center
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M87, a galaxy much like the Milky Way
http://www.eso.org/outreach/press-rel/pr-1999/pr-18-99.html
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Fate of the Milky WayFate of the Milky Way
Sun likely to fly off in gravitational tideSun likely to fly off in gravitational tide
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Observing Opportunities:
Tuesdays ~9:15 pm when it’s clear
TONIGHT: 9 pm (with telescope)
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